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Frame Dragging Suppresses Astrophysical Chaos
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Dragging of inertial frames is one of the most surprising and quintessential effects of General
Relativity. In its simplest version, a particle which is directed radially towards a rotating source
acquires non-radial components of motion as it falls freely in the gravitational field. Here, by
considering analytical exact solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell field equation, it is shown that
this purely general relativistic effect is capable of reconstructing KAM tori from initial highly
chaotic configurations around static gravitational sources. Since signatures of chaotic dynamics in
gravitational waves have been suggested to test the validity of General Relativity in the strong field
regime, chaos suppression by inertial frame dragging may undermine present proposals to verifying
the no-hair theorem and validity of General Relativity.
Introduction.—One of the most studied but still unde-
tected [1] sources of gravitational waves are the extreme-
mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) that originates when a low
mass object, like a stellar black hole or a neutron star, falls
into a supermassive black hole [2, 3]. The gravitational
radiation emitted by EMRIs constitutes a way to map
the low-order multipole moments of the central body, e.g.,
if the spacetime is stationary and axially-symmetric, the
gravitational radiation generated by a particle in a near-
circular orbit, carry the multipole moment information
of the central object [4, 5]. Nevertheless, if the central
object is a Kerr black hole, the no-hair theorem [6–8] for
electrically neutral black holes implies that all the mul-
tipole moments of the source are fully characterized by
the mass and the angular momentum only. This feature
of the Kerr black hole [9] also opens the possibility of
distinguishing between a Kerr metric from another object
that violates the no-hair theorem via the detection of an
extra multipole moment in the gravitational waves [10–
13]. In the same direction, the forthcoming observations
of the Event Horizon Telescope will allow the exploration
of the center of the Milky Way and nearby galaxies at an
unprecedented scale [14, 15]; thus, permitting the charac-
terization of the inner dynamical structure of the accretion
disk and opening a potential way to observe the effects
that will be discussed below. Evidence of black holes
containing higher order independent multipole moments
will lead to a change of the paradigm of gravitational
physics [16].
The procedure described above and proposed in Ref. [4]
has drawbacks, mainly because it is only valid in the weak
field region and only considers a limited range of orbits.
An alternative consists in analyzing the dynamical effects
of additional multipoles in the orbits and associate these
characteristics to the signature of the gravitational wave
emitted by the EMRI. In the past years [10, 17], numeri-
cal explorations of the phase space around astrophysical
sources having an independent quadrupole moment– a
typical scenario for neutron stars and in sharp contrast to
the Kerr black hole– have shown the appearance of chaos
in exact solutions to Einstein field equations such as the
Manko-Novikov solution[18–20].
In terms of dynamical systems, the geodesic motion
around a Kerr black hole is fully integrable and can be
solved by the specification of four constants of motion
[9, 21], namely: rest mass of the orbiting body, energy,
axial angular momentum and the Carter constant; m, E,
L and Q, respectively. Carter constant originates from
a second order Killing tensor that arises from the highly
symmetric nature of the Kerr spacetime [9, 22]. On the
other hand, geodesics for an slow-rotation expansion of
the Kerr metric exhibits chaotic signatures, that vanishes
as higher order terms in the expansion are considered in
the expansion [13]. The axially symmetric configuration
guarantees that m, E and L are also constant of motion
for solutions affording other arbitrary multipole moments
such as Manko-Novikov [18] and PRS [23]. However, these
solutions do not possess an analogous Carter constant [24,
25], and therefore, geodesic chaos is expected.
For small perturbations, the resonant orbits in phase
space disintegrate to form Birkhoff chains of islands
[26, 27]. Although the frequencies differ from different
members of the chain (see, e.g., Fig. 3 below), the ratio
of the orbital frequencies is the same for each curve. In
contrast, the variation of the frequency between consec-
utive orbits which do not belong to a Birkhoff island or
a chaotic layer [11, 28] is a monotonic function of the
radial coordinate. This unique characteristic can be used
as an indicator of extra multipole moments in the central
source: The observation of a gravitational wave with a
constant frequency ratio will imply the presence of a non-
Kerr background [11, 28] and in some cases violations of
General Relativity.
The emergence of chaos around complex astrophysi-
cal objects, those deviating from the Kerr black hole, is
assisted by the intricate interplay between strong field
corrections from different multipole orders. For instance,
the recently generalized PRS spacetime [20] predicts that
high order rotationally-induced multipoles leaves its own
imprint in the gravitational field of the source. However,
it is not clear what is the role of those new multipole
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FIG. 1. Orbit of the test particle and their corresponding
Poincare´ section in the (ρ, Pρ) plane calculated in all the panels
for the initial condition ρ = 1.84 km and energy E = 0.95 km,
angular momentum L = 3.177km and Q = 2.15× 1043g cm2.
The spin parameter j = a/m is increased slightly departing
from an static source j = 0.0 (upper left panel) to j = 0.005
(upper right panel), j = 0.01 (lower left panel) to j = 0.06
(lower right panel)l. The effect of increase the spin parameter in
a prolate-deformed object is to suppress the chaotic behaviour.
moments in complex aspects of the dynamics such the
generation of geodesic chaos. A comprehensive analysis
of a variety of exact solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell
field equations, presented below, revels that the introduc-
tion of frame dragging [29], a purely relativistic effect,
is capable of reconstructing KAM tori from an initial
highly chaotic configuration around a static gravitational
source. Therefore, frame-dragging-assisted suppression of
astrophysical chaos is a new phenomenon that should be
consistently introduced, e.g., in the potencial observation
of gravitational waves to distinguish between black holes
and other compact objets and may undermine present
proposals to testing General Relativity.
To unambiguously address the effect of the rotation-
ally induced multipole moments on the dynamics around
compact objects, two static relevant astrophysical sce-
narios are endowed below with angular momentum so
that they become stationary and therefore support the
existence of frame dragging [30]. The first scenario con-
siders a static deformed compact object and the second
consists of a static mass endowed with a magnetic dipole.
For both situations, frame dragging is absent and the
orbiting particles develop mixed regular-chaotic dynamics.
Frame dragging is introduced in both cases by allowing
the sources to have a non-zero angular momentum. In the
second case, electromagnetically induced frame dragging
[20, 30, 31] is also considered.
The static and stationary configurations above can be
seen as particular case of the exact solution to the Einstein-
Maxwell field equations derived in Refs. [20, 32], which
reduces to Kerr solution when only the mass monopole
m and angular momentum J = am are considered. The
quadrupole moment Q, current octupole S and the hex-
adecapole H of the source, along the symmetry axis, are
given by [20, 32]
Q = (k − a2)m, S = −m(a3 − 2ak),
H = 1
70
m
[
70a4 − 210a2k + 10k(7k −m2) + 3µ2] , (1)
where k and µ are arbitrary parameters allowing the
source to have arbitrary mass quadrupole and magnetic
dipole moments. The first scenario corresponds to a =
µ = 0, whereas the second is obtained when a = k = 0.
Below, the effect that frame dragging has on the nature
of the dynamics of particles orbiting these sources is
analyzed.
KAM Tori Reconstruction I—Consider a static com-
pact object with mass m = M and quadrupole mass
moment Qgeo = 1.6 km3 [QCGS = (1015c2/G)Qgeo =
2.15 × 1043g cm2] and a = µ = 0. Frame dragging is
introduced by turning on the angular momentum per
mass parameter a while keeping µ = 0 and modifying k
in Eq. (1) in such a way that Q remains constant. Since
Q has a positive value, the source is prolate with a signifi-
cant deviation from the Kerr intrinsic oblate deformation
and therefore, the corresponding phase space will suffer a
substantial deviation from integrability.
The real space trajectory for a particular initial con-
dition and four different values of the dimensionless pa-
rameter j = a/m is depicted in Fig. 1, the corresponding
Poincare surface of section is shown in the inset. The
energy and angular momentum of the test particles are
set to E = 0.95 km and L = 3 km, respectively. Panels
(c) and (d) in Fig. 2 depict the Poincare´ surface of section
for the cases j = 0.0 and j = 0.06, respectively. For
j = 0.0, due to the prolate deformation of source, chaotic
dynamics are expected [17]. Figures 1 and 2 show that by
slightly increasing the spin parameter from 0.0 to j = 0.06,
equivalent to an angular rotation frequency of 90.0 Hz,
integrability is amply re-constructed. As the parameter
j increases, the integrability of the orbit, qualitatively
measured by the dimension of the phase-space manifold
it covers, increases.
To quantitatively account for the reconstruction of
KAM tori, the rotation number ν(ρ) [33] and the correla-
tion dimension D(ρ) [34] are depicted in panels (a) and
(b) of Fig. 2, respectively. The rotation number provides
information on the localization and emergence of Birkhoff
islands. It is defined as [33]
ν(ρ) = lim
N→∞
1
2piN
N∑
i=1
θi, (2)
3with θ = ](~vi+1, ~vi) being ~vi+1 and ~vi two successive
piercings of the Poincare’s surface of section measured
from its invariant point [33].
D
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FIG. 2. The correlation integral (Eq. 3), calculated for the
source described by M = M, j = 0.0 and Q = 2.15 ×
1043g cm2. The integrable orbits are grouped in a band close
to D(ρ) ≈ 2. This value indicates that the orbits moves in a
2-dimensional space. The orbits at the edges, with D(ρ) > 2,
correspond to the chaotic layers in the extremes of the Poincare´
section. The invariant point corresponds to a trajectory along
a 1-D manifold and the small islands have values of D(ρ) < 2.
The correlation dimension provides information on the
dimensionality of the manifold in which the initial condi-
tion is allowed to evolve, for integrable orbits D(ρ) = 2.
For chaotic orbits, since there is no associated Carter
constant, 2 < D(ρ) ≤ 3. The correlation dimension is
calculated as [34]
D(%) = lim
n→∞
1
n2
N∑
i<j
Θ(%− |ϑi − ϑi|), (3)
Where ϑi represent phase-space vectors, Θ the Heaviside
function, % the phase-space distance and N denotes the
number of points in the corresponding Poincare´ section.
Orbits having D(%) values near to one are close to the
invariant point and to the small Bifkhoff islands that
produces the convergence to one.
The numerical evidence clearly provides insight into
the role of the rotation over the geodesic dynamics of test
particles: Its presence partially reconstructs the broken
tori; thus eliminating the heteroclinic chaos caused by
the resonant overlap produced by orbits visiting different
resonant tori. To understand the physical meaning of
the non-integrability caused by the previous choice of
multipoles, it is helpful to consider the complex Ernst
potential ξ that has direct relation to the gravitational
potential [35–37] and from which the multipole moments
in Eq. (1) derived [36]. After asymptotically expanding
ξ(ρ, z), its real <[ξ] and imaginary =[ξ] parts are given
by
<[ξ] ≈ −Gm
r
− GQ
2r3
P2(cos θ) +
Gm3ρ2
2c2r5
,
=[ξ] ≈ Gam
c2r2
P1(cos θ),
(4)
with r =
√
ρ2 + z2.
<[ξ] accounts for the gravitational influence of the mass
and the mass quadrupole whereas =[ξ] for the rotational
potential. The first two terms of <[ξ] are well known in the
literature [17, 38], they represent the Newtonian poten-
tial generated by the mass monopole plus the quadruple
deformation. The additional term is a relativistic contri-
bution to the gravitational field. So that in the Newtonian
contribution in Eq. (4), the only term that breaks the
integrability is the quadrupole moment [17, 38]. The rota-
tional potential =[ξ] is a purely relativistic term with no
classical analog and represents the influence of the source
rotation in the gravitational field. At short distances, its
functional dependence on r is stronger than that of the
quadrupole term, see Eq. (4).
Since the mass multipoles m and Q remain constant,
changes in the integrability of the system originates from
the presence of frame-dragging and modifications of higher
order multipole moments induced by the rotation param-
eter. Figure 2 clearly shows the reconstruction of the
destroyed tori by the mass quadrupole. This means that
frame dragging help reconstructing the integral of motion
4broken by the quadrupole in the phase-space region of
analysis. The basic ingredient towards reconstructing the
broken tori is the contribution from =[ξ]. The higher the
value of the a-parameter, the strongest the contribution
from this term to the dynamics and therefore, the smaller
the deviations from the Kerr spacetime. Several numeri-
cal experiments were performed showing similar results
for a vast region of the parameter space, represented by
different source configurations and initial conditions.
KAM Tori Reconstruction II—Below, it is shown that
the electromagnetic multipoles breaks the integrability
of the system, even in the case of neutral test particles.
This remarkable result is a pure relativistic phenomenon
and is caused by the spacetime curvature induced by the
energy density of electromagnetic field. To check this,
recall the mass multipole expansion for a rotating massive
source endowed with a magnetic dipolar moment µ in
Eq. (1). The magnetic dipole moment µ contributes to
the gravitation of the source through the mass octupole
H. For strong magnetic fields, the integrability of the
system can be modified (see Fig. 3).
A numerical exploration of the phase space reveals
that this assumption is correct. For E = 0.95 km, L =
3 km, k = 0 and a magnetic dipole of µ = 15 km2 [39],
Fig. (3) depicts the Poincare´ surface of section in the
(ρ, Pρ) plane. The spin parameter is increased departing
from an slowly rotating source j = 0.01 to j = 0.9. The
effect of increasing the spin parameter in a magnetized
Kerr object is to suppress the chaotic behavior. The same
effect is verified by calculating the rotation curve, it is
seen how the length of the plateaus corresponding to the
resonant KAM tori gradually decreases.
For j = 0.0, the vorticity of the spacetime is equal to
zero. However, provided that µ 6= 0, it is then possible to
induce vorticity if an electric charge is added to the source.
The existence of frame-dragging due a the electromagnetic
field was suggested by Bonnor [40], an later explained
in Ref. [20, 41]. As in the former case, an octupole
term is generated by the magnetic dipole moment. The
presence of a electric charge monopole induces a prolate
contribution to the mass quadrupole deformation [42].
Therefore, the role of the electric charge monopole is
twofold, it induces frame dragging but at the same time
induces a more prolate deformation. Since the increase
of the electric charge creates new chaotic zones, the vast
numerical exploration executed here points out that the
leading effect is the induced prolate deformation and
that frame-dragging suppression of chaos plays a minor
role here. This can be seen in the Fig. 4 and in the
corresponding rotation number plots.
Conclusions—Frame-dragging-assisted suppression of
chaos is a new phenomenon that should be consistently
introduced, e.g., in the potencial observation of the grav-
itational waves to distinguish between black holes and
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FIG. 3. Poincare´ surface of section in the (ρ,Pρ) plane
for E = 0.95 km, L = 3km and a magnetic dipole of µ =
10× 1012T The increase of the rotation parameter generates a
transition to regular dynamics. This can be verified by seeing
how regular areas in the number of rotation appears and the
width of the resonant islands decreases.
other compact objets. Since this phenomenon may un-
dermine present proposals for testing General Relativity,
further and comprehensive research is needed to correctly
characterized the internal structure of compact objects
from the dynamics of its orbiting companions.
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